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Abstract Neuronal membrane capacitance Cm is one of

the prominent factors in action potential initiation and

propagation and then influences the firing patterns of

neurons. Exploring the roles that Cm plays in different

firing patterns can facilitate the understanding of how dif-

ferent factors might influence neuronal firing behaviors.

However, the impacts of variations in Cm on neuronal fir-

ing patterns have been only partly explored until now. In

this study, the influence of Cm on burst firing behaviors of a

two-compartment pyramidal neuron (including somatic

compartment and dendritic compartment) was investigated

by means of computer simulation, the value of Cm in each

compartment was denoted as Cm,s and Cm,d, respectively.

Two cases were considered, in the first case, we let

Cm,s = Cm,d, and then changed them simultaneously.

While in the second case, we assumed Cm,s = Cm,d, and

then changed them, respectively. From the simulation

results obtained from these two cases, it was found that the

variation of Cm in the somatic compartment and the den-

dritic compartment show much difference, simulated

results obtained from the variation of Cm,d have much more

similarities than that of Cm,s when comparing with the

results obtained in the first case under which Cm,s = Cm,d.

These different effects of Cm,s and Cm,d on neuronal firing

behaviors may result from the different topology and

functional roles of soma and dendrites. Numerical results

demonstrated in this paper may give us some inspiration in

understanding the possible roles of Cm in burst firing pat-

terns, especially their transitions in compartmental neurons.

Keywords Membrane capacitance � Two-compartment

pyramidal neuron � Burst firing � ISI � Periodic bifurcation

Introduction

The activities of neurons are reflected in their electrical

behaviors, while these kinds of behaviors are commonly

represented as the potential difference between the inside

and outside of the neuronal membrane, which are also

termed as the membrane potential, with action potential

being its most important form. A large number of factors

can take part in the generation and propagation of action

potential, such as: external stimulus [1], noise (internal or

external) [2, 3], specific ion channels [4], membrane

capacitance [5], and temperatures [6], etc. Membrane

capacitance (Cm) as one of the factors may be defined as:

(1) the ability to separate and store charge difference

between the inside and outside of the neuronal membrane;

(2) the quantity of charge required to create a given

potential difference; (3) the membrane is a leaky capacitor

due to the presence of ion channels. Thus, doing research

on Cm has much significance in qualitative and quantitative

understanding of neuronal excitation and activation.

For a long time, the value of Cm is regarded as a

biological constant, for that membrane constituents are

broadly similar across different regions of the nervous

system [7]. In many neuron models, especially the HH-type

models, the parameter Cm is always treated as a fixed

constant [8–17]. However, recent researches showed that

the value of Cm is changeable rather than invariable.

Trevelyan et al. [18] and Major et al. [19] have studied the
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detailed passive properties of pyramidal cells, finding that

the estimated Cm varies in a small range. Fernández et al.

[20] found that membrane capacity is voltage as well as

frequency dependent, as the voltage in neurons is always

changing due to the internal or external perturbation, so the

membrane capacity is bound to alter. There is still some

documents mentioned that membrane capacitance may

increase during intracellular perfusion with calcium buf-

fered in a certain range [21]. For the values of Cm in dif-

ferent neurons, or different compartments within neurons

are different, several studies have shown that the values of

Cm can be as little as 0.75 lF/cm2 in hippocampal CA3

pyramidal neurons [19] and as large as 2.9 lF/cm2 in

ventral horn neurons [22].

Many literatures related to Cm have been subject to

intensive research due to their physiological significance.

For instance, some researchers studied the measurement of

specific membrane capacitance in neurons [7, 23–26].

Amzica et al. [27] investigated the role of membrane

capacitance in sleep oscillations and spike-wave seizures.

Szlavik [5] gave a detailed analysis of the impact of vari-

ations in membrane capacitance on the detected neural-

electronic signal, and concluded that larger values of

membrane capacitance results in smaller initial changes in

potential across the cell membrane, while smaller values of

membrane capacitance yield larger initial changes in

transmembrane potential that can be sufficient to generate

an action potential. These studies are helpful and instruc-

tive, but seldom discussed the exact role of Cm in burst

firing patterns, especially the transitions among these pat-

terns. As we have known, burst firing is one of the most

important firing behaviors in many neuron systems and

neural networks, and it is a prominent feature of pyramidal

cells which is also thought to have significant functional

roles in reliable signaling and synaptic plasticity [10].

Model studies about neuronal burst firing patterns are

many; Duan et al. [12] discussed the influence of the var-

iation in ion conductance and calcium concentration on

bursting patterns and their bifurcation modes in Chay

neuronal model. Yang et al. [16] investigated integer

multiple spiking and its dynamical generation mechanism

in the stochastic Chay model; the parameter they studied

was ion conductance. Laing et al. [28] studied a novel

bursting, named ghostbursting, in a sensory neuron model

using periodic external stimulus. So, in this study, we

mainly concentrate on the role of Cm in neuronal burst

firing patterns and their transitions. As to the complex

structure of neuronal morphology, the value of Cm in each

part of the neuron is likely to be different; for this reason, a

minimal two-compartment neuron was introduced in this

paper. Based on this neuron model, we discussed the

neuronal firing behaviors when varying Cm in different

compartment, two cases were considered and comparisons

between these cases were made. Simulation results pre-

sented here not only illustrate the important role of Cm in

the generation, conduction and switching of various neu-

ronal bursting patterns, but also give the transition modes

from which we can see how these firing patterns change

from one to another.

Model and method

The model we investigated in this paper is a two-com-

partment model of pyramidal neuron [10]. The schematic

diagram of this neuron is shown in Fig. 1; in the diagram,

the ionic currents in each compartment are given. The

somatic compartment includes only the channels necessary

for spike generation (Na? and K?) while the dendritic

compartment includes a slow potassium and a persistent

sodium current.

The model descriptions of this pyramidal neuron are as

follows:

Cm;s
dVs

dt
¼�gNam3h Vs�ENað Þ� gKn4 Vs�EKð Þ

� gLeak Vs�ELeakð Þ� gc

p
Vs�Vdð Þþ Isoma

Cm;d
dVd

dt
¼�gNaPm3

1 Vd�ENað Þ� gKSq Vd�EKð Þ

� gLeak Vd�ELeakð Þ� gc

1� p
Vd�Vsð Þþ Idendrite

ð1Þ

where Isoma and Idendrite are current injections to the

compartments. The voltage-dependent conductances are

described using standard Hodgkin–Huxley formalism.

dx

dt
¼ /x axð1� xÞ � bxxð Þ or

dx

dt
¼ /x ðx1 � xÞ=sxð Þ

ð2Þ

where x denotes m, h, n and q, which are gating variables.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of two-compartment pyramidal neuron

[10]
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am ¼ �0:1 Vs þ 31ð Þ= exp �0:1 Vs þ 31ð Þð Þ � 1ð Þ;
bm ¼ 4 exp � Vs þ 56ð Þ=18ð Þ;
ah ¼ 0:07 exp � Vs þ 47ð Þ=20ð Þ;
bh ¼ 1= exp �0:1 Vs þ 17ð Þð Þ þ 1ð Þ;
an ¼ �0:01 Vs þ 34ð Þ= exp �0:1 Vs þ 34ð Þð Þ � 1ð Þ;
bn ¼ 0:125 exp � Vs þ 44ð Þ=80ð Þ
m1 ¼ 1= 1þ exp � Vd þ 57:7ð Þ=7:7ð Þð Þ;
q1 ¼ 1= 1þ exp � Vd þ 35ð Þ=6:5ð Þð Þ;
sq ¼ 200= exp � Vd þ 55ð Þ=30ð Þ þ exp Vd þ 55ð Þ=30ð Þð Þ:

The basic value of membrane capacitance is Cm,s =

Cm,d = 1 lF/cm2. The asymmetry between the areas of the

two compartments is taken into account in the parameter

P = somatic area/total area which has a base value of

p = 0.15 [10]. Coupling conductance is gc = 1 mS/cm2,

temperature scaling factors are /m = 10, /h = /n = 3.33,

the ionic conductances are gLeak = 0.18, gNaP = 0.12,

gKS = 0.7, gNa = 55, gK = 20, and the equilibrium

potentials are ELeak = -65, ENa = 55, EK = -90 (mV).

Simulations were performed using MATLAB software,

and the fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm was employed

to calculate the values of membrane potential with time

step being 0.01 ms. We only inject direct current into the

dendrite compartment (3.0 lA), and investigated the

somatic action potential in this study.

Simulation results

In the ‘‘Introduction’’, we have mentioned that the value of

Cm may not be a fixed constant pervading the complex

morphology of neuronal dendrites, or from neuron to

neuron, or from compartment to compartment within neu-

rons, and the values of Cm can be as little as 0.75 lF/cm2 in

hippocampal CA3 pyramidal neurons [19] and as large

as 2.9 lF/cm2 in the ventral horn neurons [22]. For the

important role of Cm in neuronal action potential genera-

tion and propagation, in this section, a simple analysis

about the influence of Cm on neuronal bursting patterns

in two cases was conducted; numerical results are pre-

sented in sections ‘‘The case Cm,s = Cm,d’’ and ‘‘The case

Cm,s = Cm,d’’ With computer simulation, a variety of burst

firing shapes or patterns are obtained when Cm varies in a

certain region and the transitions between these patterns

can show a clear periodic bifurcation phenomenon with the

change of Cm, such as period-adding bifurcation. The index

we used to describe the transitions between different firing

patterns is the diagram of inter-spike intervals (ISI), and

the value of ISI is denoted as the time difference between

adjacent peaks in spike trains, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The case Cm,s = Cm,d

In this section, we assume the values of Cm in the two

compartments are equal, that is Cm,s = Cm,d = Cm, the

detailed simulation results are demonstrated in Fig. 3.

As we know, membrane capacitance can act as a

capacitor, and has the ability to store and separate charge

difference between the inside and outside of neuronal

membrane so as to create the potential differences. Since

the electrical activities of neurons are largely characterized

by these potential differences, the role of Cm participating

in neuronal activities cannot be ignored. As one of the

neuronal electrical behaviors, bursting is a typical and

prominent type, and is thought to have significant func-

tional roles in reliable signaling and synaptic plasticity in

some neurons [10]. Thus, discussions about the role of Cm

in burst firing generation were given in this part.

By observing the numerical results shown in Fig. 3a1–

a6, it is found that the cell has a clear period-adding firing

phenomenon, with the increasing of Cm from 0.1 to 1.2, the

cell period-adding bifurcates from period-1 spiking to

period-2 bursting, and then period-adding bifurcates to

period-3 bursting. This period-adding bifurcation trend

Fig. 2 The schematic diagram

of inter-spike interval (ISI) in

neuronal spike trains. InterSpike
Interval_s denotes ISI between

adjacent spikes within a burst,

InterSpike Interval_b denotes

ISI between adjacent bursts
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lasts until the period number reaches 7 in this parameter

region. These results clearly show that different periodic

firing patterns can be generated under different values of

Cm, with the increase of Cm, the firing patterns change from

periodic spiking to periodic bursting, the period number per

burst is also showing an uptrend with the increase of Cm. In

order to explore how these different firing patterns change

from one to another, we drew the ISI diagram, from which

we can see the exact transition mode (see Fig. 3b), and we

also drew the diagram of period number in each burst with

the variation of Cm (see Fig. 3c). Simulation results shown

in Fig. 3 can give us an apparent variation rule on how Cm

impacts on neuronal burst firing sequences.

The case Cm,s = Cm,d

In the preceding section, we investigated the role of Cm in

burst firing generation and transitions with the assumption

that the values of Cm in the two compartments are equal.

Thus, from electrophysiology knowledge we understand

that neuronal soma and dendrites have many differences,

not only in the morphology, but also in the functional roles,

especially the impacts they have on neuronal firing prop-

erties. Some documents have studied the different roles of

soma and dendrite in neuronal firing patterns. Such as,

Kamondi et al. [29] studied the theta frequency field

oscillations in soma and dendrite of hippocampal pyrami-

dal cells by intracellular recordings, and gave the differ-

ence between soma and dendrite in theta oscillation. Magee

[30] discussed the exact mechanisms of neuronal dendrites

on phase precession in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neu-

rons. Wong et al. [31] investigated different firing patterns

generated in dendrites and soma of CA1 pyramidal neurons

in guinea pig hippocampus, intracellular recordings in this

research showed that burst firing is more likely elicited in

dendrites than soma. All the above researches presented the

different functional roles of soma and dendrite in neuronal

firing behaviors. In this section, we consider the values of

Cm in somatic compartment and dendritic compartment are

different, that is Cm,s = Cm,d; see Figs. 4, and 5 for the

simulated results.

Variation of Cm,d when Cm,s is fixed as 1 lF/cm2

We can see from Fig. 4a1–a8 that the cell can also show a

clear period-adding firing phenomenon, with Cm,d increase

from 0.1 to 1.6, the cell period-adding bifurcates from

period-1 spiking to period-2 bursting, and then period-

adding bifurcates to period-3 bursting; this period-adding

bifurcation trend lasts until the period number reaches 8 in

this parameter region, this transition rule is very similar

with the one demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Variation of Cm,s when Cm,d is fixed as 1 lF/cm2

In Fig. 5a, b, we give two firing patterns for different

values of Cm,s, and by observing the ISI diagram in Fig. 5c

we find that the bifurcation diagram is very different with

the diagrams shown in Figs. 3b and 4b, and the change of

burst firing patterns is rather little in the similar parameter

region The question then arises as to why the change of

Cm,d can produce a bifurcation pattern similar to Fig. 3b,

while the variation of Cm,s is so much different from

Fig. 3b. The reason may be that burst firing is more easily

induced in neuronal dendrites; intracellular recordings on

hippocampus CA1 pyramidal cells have shown that burst

firing is more likely elicited in dendrites than soma [31]. In

the simulation of two-compartment pyramidal neuron in

this paper, the variation of Cm,d and Cm,s can both influence

the transitions between neuronal bursting behaviors, but the

degree of transitions induced by the perturbation of Cm,d

and Cm,s is strikingly different. Cm,d is the membrane

capacitance in dendritic compartment, so its change can

have great impacts on burst firing patterns and the influence

on their transitions is vital, while Cm,s is the membrane

capacitance in somatic compartment, thus its variation

cannot change the bursting shapes or firing patterns greatly.

This conclusion may be applicable to some compartmental

neurons, but not all compartmental neurons show similar

phenomenon like this model.

Discussion

The outer membrane of the nerve cells is composed of a

lipid bilayer *8–10 nm thick, which acts as a leaky

capacitor. The capacitance per unit area of the membrane is

referred to as the specific capacitance Cm, and is a funda-

mental parameter in models of the electrical properties of

neurons [7]. Neuronal membranes form an essential com-

ponent of all biological cells. They provide compartment

boundaries, maintain mechanical strength, contain many

functional proteins, and maintain transmembrane ionic

gradients, such ionic gradients are essential for signaling

and energy transduction [33]. The variation of specific

capacitance Cm may influence the electrical behavior of

neurons in some extent.

Bursting is ubiquitous in physical and biological sys-

tems, especially in neural systems where it plays an

important role in information processing [34], and it is also

Fig. 3 Periodic firing patterns and their transition modes with the

variation of Cm. a1–a6 Periodic firing sequences of pyramidal neuron

with the increase of Cm, the value of Cm is 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2

(lF/cm2), respectively; b ISI versus Cm; c period number in each

burst with respect to Cm

b
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Fig. 4 Periodic firing patterns and their transition modes with the

variation of Cm,d. a1–a8 Periodic firing sequences of pyramidal

neuron with the increase of Cm,d, the value of Cm,d is 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8,

1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 (lF/cm2), respectively; b ISI versus Cm,d; c period

number in each burst with respect to Cm,d
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thought to have significant functional roles in reliable

signaling and synaptic plasticity [10]. Many models gen-

erating bursting have been subject to intensive research due

to their physiological significance and dynamical com-

plexity [14, 16, 28, 34–36]; the transition between different

bursting patterns also attracted the interests of many

Fig. 4 continued

Fig. 5 Burst firing patterns and their transition modes with the variation of Cm,s. a, b Two burst firing patterns under different values of Cm,s,

from left to right the value of Cm,s is 0.2 and 0.625 (lF/cm2), respectively. c ISI versus Cm,s; d period number in each burst with respect to Cm,s
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researchers [12, 17, 37–39]. Fast/slow bifurcation analysis

is the most popular approach to study the bifurcation

structure contained in the transition between different firing

patterns. For instance, Tsaneva-Atanasova et al. [37, 38]

have used this approach to study the burst firing in endo-

crine cells. Duan et al. conducted two-parameter analysis

of firing activities in the Chay neuronal model using this

approach [17]. Except for fast/slow analysis approach, the

diagram of ISI is also a commonly used approach which

can describe the transition among various firing patterns to

some extent [16, 39–41]. In this study, the ISI diagram was

used to analyze the transition between different bursting

patterns induced by the variation of membrane capacitance

Cm.

By determining the exact mechanisms of bursting, one

can gain insight into an array of firing behaviors and the

nature of transitions between them. This understanding can

facilitate the study of how different factors might influence

firing patterns [10]. In this paper, the electrophysiology

parameter Cm which is an important factor in action

potential generation and propagation was discussed in a

two-compartment pyramidal neuron. From the analysis of

numerical results presented in this paper, we can observe

that, pyramidal neurons which have functional roles in

reliable signaling and synaptic plasticity can exhibit a

variety of firing patterns with the variation of Cm, not only

periodic spiking, but also various bursting patterns. Bifur-

cation diagrams of ISI we drew can show a more intuitive

results about how these firing patterns change from one to

another; period-adding bifurcation phenomenon contained

in the ISI diagram may give us some clues in understanding

the possible roles that membrane capacitance Cm plays in

burst firing transitions in pyramidal neurons. Furthermore,

the diagram of different firing patterns under different

values of Cm,d and Cm,s was also presented, as shown in

Fig. 6, different kinds of firing patterns may exist in dif-

ferent combination of Cm,d and Cm,s. For a given Cm,d, the

increase of Cm,s may result in the transition of firing pat-

terns from quiescent to spiking or from quiescent to

bursting; these kinds of transition mainly exist between the

Fig. 6 Top different firing patterns with the variation of Cm,d and Cm,s, hollow block denotes the pattern is quiescent, denotes the pattern is

spiking, while solid round denotes the pattern is bursting. Bottom the corresponding membrane potential maps of these three cases
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similar firing patterns, such as spiking or bursting. While

for a given Cm,s, the increase of Cm,d may give rise to the

transition of firing patterns from spiking to bursting, these

kinds of transition largely exist between different firing

patterns, i.e., spiking and bursting. Finally, by comparing

the diagrams of burst firing transitions under the variation

in Cm, Cm,d, and Cm,s, we get a further understanding of the

different roles membrane capacitance plays in different

compartments of neurons.

It is worth noting that we have mainly discussed the role

of membrane capacitance Cm in burst firing patterns and

their transitions in a two-compartment neuron in the pres-

ent study, while Cm is only one of the factors which can

influence neuronal firing properties. Other factors such as:

external stimulus [1], noise (internal or external) [2, 3],

specific ion channels [4], temperatures [6], the spatial–

temporal interactions between soma and dendrite [32] and

area parameter p (=somatic area/total area) [42] et al.

which are also very important in neuronal firing activities

can be given full attention in a future study of this neuron

model. Furthermore, the approach of fast/slow analysis can

also be used to study the detailed bifurcation structures

contained in the transition modes presented in this study.

Conclusion

In this paper, we gave a simple analysis about the possible

roles of membrane capacitance Cm in burst firing transi-

tions based on a two-compartment model of pyramidal

neuron using computer simulations, and two cases of the

variation of Cm in different compartments were considered.

With the aid of ISI diagrams, we demonstrated the transi-

tion modes between different burst firing patterns with the

increase of Cm, the numerical results we obtained not only

illustrate the important role of Cm in the generation and

switching of various neuronal bursting behaviors or peri-

odic firings, but also give the exact transition modes from

which we can learn how these firing patterns transfer from

one to another.
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